Why your business needs Insure Backup

Backups are complex, critical and have outgrown the front desk -  **We manage the process and keep it simple for you**

Top causes of data loss are human error and hardware failure -  **We make certain your stored data is protected**

Regular daily backups are essential -  **We monitor and verify that your backups are successful every day**

HIPAA compliance and disaster recovery -  **We encrypt and store your data in multiple offsite locations**

Our Services and Everything that is Included

Since 2006, Insure Backup has been protecting dental, medical and small business owners from ever losing their data. We have literally restored millions of files, helped revert back changes or upgrades that didn’t go as expected, setup temporary offices when the main office was under water, worked closely with the IT team or software vendor to resolve data problems. When you have Insure Backup, you get much more than a backup of your data, you get peace of mind, knowing your data is safely stored onsite and offsite, hundreds of miles away, each and every day, under the watchful eye of Insure Backup.

**“100% improvement and the fact that I no longer leave the office with the nagging worry of carrying a backup, getting the backup done in a timely fashion, worrying about how, when, etc. It all happens seamlessly behind the scenes and I love it!”**

--- Heather Bobbitt, Practice Business Manager

We provide everything needed, we do all the setup, and we monitor and manage it to ensure it is always working properly. Our base offer is sized to cover most offices and includes the following:

- Unlimited onsite storage and 100 GB of offsite storage
- Dedicated hard drive for onsite backups and rapid restore
- Offsite transfer to multiple data centers hundreds of miles away
- Continuous Data Protection
- Nightly monitoring and management to ensure backups have successfully completed
- Point of contact for disaster recovery and restore services
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Insure Backup services and why they are important to you

NIGHTLY ONSITE AND OFFSITE BACKUPS

Onsite backups are stored to an external hard drive provided by Insure Backup and installed at the customer site. Onsite backups provide coverage for potential network outages as well as rapid backup and restore. Offsite backups are stored offsite in multiple Insure Backup sites (hundreds of miles away) and provide the highest level of security and compliance. Offsite backups protect your business from such things as theft, flood, fire, local backup failure, human error, viruses, employee sabotage, and other non-recoverable onsite failures. In addition to the daily backups, we also configure monthly and annual archives.

NIGHTLY MONITORING AND VERIFICATION

Insure Backup provides nightly monitoring and verification that the onsite backup and the secure transfer offsite to our data centers has completed successfully. If there are any issues, we will take care of them for you. If there is something more involved, we will work with your IT contact or call you for assistance. In other words, no news is good news and you know that your data has been successfully and securely stored offsite!

HIGHEST LEVEL OF DATA ENCRYPTION

Data Encryption enables compliance (i.e. HIPAA, SOX, etc.) and confidentiality, ensuring that no one can see or read your data. All Insure Backup data is encrypted using state of the art 448-bit encryption, which is the same level used by Banks and all levels of the U.S. Federal Government to protect Classified, Top Secret and National Security Systems and Information. The data encryption key is only known to customer designated key holders.

POINT OF CONTACT FOR DISASTER RECOVERY AND RESTORE SERVICES

In the event of a failure at your site, Insure Backup can serve as the central Point of Contact (PoC) to coordinate a complete recovery and restore of your system.

"The real value to us, is the peace of mind. Given the volume of new digital data we create daily and all the HIPAA regulations in play these days, Insure Backup has our back and we don't even think about our data."

-- Dr. Timothy Farrell

Interested in learning more or getting started?

Please check out our website (www.insurebackup.com) for more information and testimonials, or feel free to contact us by email (info@insurebackup.com) or phone (603.845.3642) if you have any questions - we would appreciate the opportunity to speak with you.

Interested in getting started? Just say the word, and we will install and configure the full Insure Backup solution in your office and run it for 30 days. At the end of the trial, we will provide you with our final recommendation and proposal, at which point you can decide for yourself.

The Insure Backup Professional Grade Backup service includes a one time startup fee followed by a competitive annual service fee based on total storage used. Our base offer is sized to support most offices. Typically the backups run from a centralized server, but additional workstations and laptops can also be included.